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      From the RUI University Academic Administrator:  
         Mary-Kate Hovanic  
 

 

 

Dear Ashleigh at Lansdowne Residents,  

Fall is my favorite time of year. When I think of fall, I think of crisp autumn nights by the 

bonfire, pumpkin spice, and the smell of new, freshly sharpened pencils! It is the back-to-school 

season, which brings energy and joy to students everywhere. Luckily, here at Retirement 

Unlimited Inc., this excitement continues all year round with new classes available every 

semester.  

The past couple of months, I have been visiting each community to learn more about our 

residents. I have felt so privileged to hear your stories and learn about your interests. During 

one of my visits, I observed a resident vigorously taking notes. She was focused! After class, I 

asked her about her RUI University experience. She shared with me that for most of her life, she 

has been taking care of other people. As a mother of six, she had given most of her daily time 

and energy to raising her family, but now, in this season, she has the time to invest in her 

personal development and her education. Therefore, she attends every class, learns all that she 

can, and writes it all down to share with others. She embodies what it means to be a lifelong 

learner. I encourage you to attend all the classes you can, take notes, ask questions, and share 

what you have learned with your family and friends. 

It is my pleasure to announce that everyone’s favorite culinary course will continue this fall. Our 

talented Executive Chefs will be teaching each class, but instead of traveling around the globe 

this semester, we will learn about food culture in our backyard. When you take our Cross-

Country Cuisine course, you will experience the diversity of American cuisine with a taste of 

Louisiana, Texas, North Carolina, Georgia, Pennsylvania, California, New York, Illinois, and 

Maine. Learn how food reflects the unique culture of each state. Included in all of our culinary 

classes is a tasting, so be sure to invite your friends and family to class to learn and enjoy! 

Over the past couple of months, I have been gathering feedback through surveys and individual 

interviews on what type of classes you would like to see included in our course catalogs. This 

semester’s classes have been handpicked based on your community’s interests. If you have any 

additional class suggestions or feedback, please do not hesitate to reach out to me at 

m.hovanic@rui.net.   

Warmest Regards, 

 Mary-Kate Hovanic 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Lifelong learning protects our cognitive health and promotes 

intellectual and social wellness. 

 

That is why we established RUI University in 2017. 

 

To offer our residents as well as members of the local 

community the opportunity to increase their knowledge 

and explore new interests. 

 

Enjoy the rewards of continuing your education at 

RUI University. 

 

Register for what will surely be an exciting 

new journey in purposeful living. 

 

 

To register for a class, please call our concierge at  

703-729-4870  



 

 
COURSE FACULTY DAY DATE TIME LOCATION 

Cross-Country Cuisine  Executive Chef 
Abdo Matar  

Saturday  Oct 5, 12, & 19 
Nov 2, 9 & 23 

Dec 7, 14, & 21 

2:30 pm MP 
 

 
This semester, take a road trip across the United States of America by attending our Cross-Country Cuisine 
course. Through these classes, you will experience the diversity of American cuisine with a taste of 
Louisiana, Texas, North Carolina, Georgia, Pennsylvania, California, New York, Illinois, and Maine. Learn how 
food reflects the unique culture of each state. All of our culinary classes are taught by our expert RUI 
Executive Chefs and include a delicious tasting, so be sure to invite your friends and family to class to learn 
and enjoy! 
 

MEET THE INSTRUCTOR  

Executive Chef Abdo Matar 

 

Abdo Matar has been the Executive Chef for Ashleigh at Lansdowne for the past nine months. He has been in the 
culinary and hospitality industry since 1999. He graduated after studying culinary arts for four years and 
hospitality management for three years in Lebanon/Beirut. He has traveled extensively and gained a lot of 
experience with different cultures and different tastes. 

 
Introduction to Wine Tasting Ash Nabizad Thursday 

Sunday 
Thursday 

Oct 10 
Nov 16 
Dec 12 

2:30 pm MP 

Join Ashleigh at Lansdowne’s own Ash Nabizad for an introduction to wine class. This class is the perfect 
starting place to get to know more about wine. In this class, you shall have an opportunity to taste and 
contrast different wines. Ash will help you learn wine basics such as varietal, tasting techniques, 
region/history, and everyday, practical wine appreciation tips. Each class will focus on different wine 
regions, including Virginia; Napa, Valley California; and Seattle, Washington. Keep learning by attending our 
Woodland Hills Casanel Vinyards outing for a tour and tasting. This is a great opportunity to show off what 
you have learned! 

Outing to Casanel Vineyards Tasting & Tour: Friday, October 25 at 1:00 PM 
See the concierge to sign up for the winery outing  

 
MEET THE INSTRUCTOR  
Ash Nabizad 

Ash Nabizad is our incredible Director of Culinary Experience and loves working at Ashleigh at Lansdowne. He 
graduated with a degree in hospitality and business administration from George Mason in Fairfax, Virginia. 
He’s been in the hospitality industry for 12+ years.  



 

 
COURSE FACULTY DAY DATE TIME LOCATION 

Meet the Artist Paint Class 
Georgia O’Keeffe 

Merri Davis,  
Ph.D. 

Saturday Oct 26 3:00 pm MP  

An eclectic and prolific artist who painted up until just a few weeks before her death at age 98, O’Keeffe 
used vivid hues and natural forms focusing on the details of her subjects.  The class begins with a lecture 
contrasting O’Keeffe’s New York cityscapes with her later paintings, largely of the New Mexico landscapes 
and the delicate internal parts of oversized flowers.  

 
Meet the Artist Paint Class 

Norman Rockwell 
Merri Davis,  

Ph.D. 
Saturday 

 
Nov  30 

 
3:00 pm MP 

 
 

A prolific artist, Rockwell produced more than 4,000 original works, including illustrations for 40 books and 
portraits of numerous famous people, including presidents, heads of state and movie personalities.  We will 
look at Rockwell’s most famous images, exploring how he portrayed life in America.  
 

Meet the Artist Paint Class 
Georges Seurat 

Merri Davis, 
Ph.D. 

Saturday Dec 28 
 

3:00 pm MP 

 

Seurat is most well-known for his use of color in a unique painting style referred to as pointillism.  In this 

technique, contrasting dots of paint are applied in patterns to form an image.  The class will begin with a 

lecture examining Seurat’s most famous works.   

 

Outing to the National Sporting Library & Museum: December 6 at 1:00 PM  

See the concierge to sign up for the museum outing  

 

Residents of Ashleigh Art Show: December 31 in the RUI University Classroom 

 

MEET THE INSTRUCTOR 
Merri Davis, M.A., M.S., Ph.D. (ABD) 

 
An award-winning artist and successful entrepreneur, Merri began painting around the age of five.  Beginning 
with realism, her style has evolved into large abstract expressionist canvases. She has sold numerous paintings 
and currently teaches more than 30 painting classes per month across Northern Virginia.  An ordained minister, 
Merri also maintains a Christian counseling practice focusing on supporting individuals who have experienced 
trauma in their lives. In 2017 she started a non-profit foundation with a goal of providing low-cost trauma 
counseling aimed at individuals who have been incarcerated.  Merri has a B.A. in Fine Arts and an M.S. in 
Conflict Resolution from George Mason University as well as an M.A. in Pastoral Ministry from Northwest 
Nazarene University.  She has completed all her requirements for her Ph.D. in Conflict Resolution and is currently 
writing her dissertation and plans on a Fall 2019 graduation date. 



 
 

 
COURSE FACULTY DAY DATE TIME LOCATION 

Fresh Paint: Murals Inspired by 
the Story of Virginia 

Museum 
Instructor 

Friday Oct 4 2:00 pm RUI U 
Classroom 

 
Ten of Virginia’s most talented mural artists were provided unrestricted access to the museum’s vast 
collection. Each selected items that interested them and used the stories they told as inspiration for an 
original painting reflecting the Commonwealth’s diverse history. Throughout the program, participants will 
explore the role of history in art, engage in a discussion about artistic process and influence, analyze artist 
statements and artwork, and develop an appreciation for artistic interpretation and historic events. This is a 
live interactive digital presentation.  
 

Dressing the Past: Fashion 
throughout History 

Museum 
Instructor 

Friday Oct 18 2:00 pm RUI U 
Classroom 

 
The history of fashion is a history of society. Dressing the Past explores the transformation of fashion during 
the 18th, 19th, and 20th centuries. Fashion morphs over time – influenced by social movements, war, 
politics, and more! This program examines the historical significance of fabrics, accessories, and fashion 
trends. This is a live interactive digital presentation. 

 
Tobacco: The Crop that Created 

the Commonwealth 
Museum 
Instructor 

Friday Nov 1 2:00 pm RUI U 
Classroom 

 
First grown by Virginia Native Americans, tobacco was already a part of the Commonwealth’s history before 
the arrival of the English. In search of new sources of revenue, colonists eventually found one through the 
cultivation of a plant that came to dominate the economy and determine new settlement patterns. The 
labor-intensive crop also led to a society based on slavery and the destruction of Virginia’s once-fertile soil by 
the mid-19th century. This program will tell the complicated story of tobacco from the colonial era to the 
present. This is a live interactive digital presentation. 
 

The History of Thanksgiving Museum 
 Instructor 

Friday Nov 15 2:00 pm RUI U 
Classroom 

 
Most agricultural societies developed prayers of thanks and ceremonies to celebrate harvests and other 
special occasions, so what do we mean when we ask, “Who held the first Thanksgiving?” This program will 
examine the origin of the holiday, from Native American harvest ceremonies to the competing claims of who 
had “the first” ranging from the Spanish in Florida, to the English in Virginia, and of course, the Pilgrims at 
Plimoth (Plymouth) Plantation. This is a live interactive digital presentation. 



 

 
 

COURSE 
 

FACULTY 
 

DAY 
 

DATE 
 

TIME 
 

LOCATION 
 

Food for Thought—Tidbits from 
Virginia’s Culinary History 

Museum  
Instructor 

Friday  Nov 29 2:00 pm RUI U 
Classroom 

 
From Berkeley Plantation’s claim to have held the true First Thanksgiving to Richmond’s modern allure as 
one of the best food cities in the country, Virginia’s culinary history spans more than 400 years of European, 
African American, and Virginia Indian influences. Food festivals scattered throughout the commonwealth 
celebrate harvests of tomatoes, oysters, ham, peanuts, and apples, while the diversity of our current 
inhabitants is seen in Greek, Lebanese, Latino, German, and Asian food events.  We will explore items from 
our collection that speak to the way food has played an active role in our history, as a community anchor 
and economic driver. This is a live interactive digital presentation. 
 

History of the Holidays Museum  
Instructor 

Friday Dec 13 2:00 pm RUI U 
Classroom 

 
This program traces the history of the holiday season in Virginia. By looking at broadsides, music, catalogs, 
cards, and letters, we will learn about holiday traditions throughout the Commonwealth. This is a live 
interactive digital presentation. 
 

18th-Century Chocolate Making Museum  
Instructor 

Friday Dec 27 2:00 pm RUI U 
Classroom 

 
Join us on a journey through history and discover how chocolate was prepared and enjoyed in 18th-century 
Virginia. In addition to tracing the history of early chocolate consumption by Virginians, participants will see  
a live chocolate-making demonstration using reproduction cooking tools and equipment. This is a live 
interactive digital presentation. 
 

 
 
The Virginia Museum of History & Culture is owned and operated by the Virginia Historical Society – a private, 
nonprofit organization. As the oldest cultural organization in Virginia, their mission is to connect people to 
America's past through the unparalleled story of Virginia. By collecting, preserving, and interpreting the 
Commonwealth's history, we link the past to the present and inspire future generations. Join the Education 
Staff at the Virginia Museum of History & Culture to explore history using items from our nearly nine-million-
item collection. 
 
 



 

 
 

COURSE 
 

FACULTY 
 

DAY 
 

DATE 
 

TIME 
 

LOCATION 
 

The Story of Cinematography 
 

Roger Koment  
Ph.D. 

Thursdays Oct 3 & 17 
Nov 7 & 21 

  Dec 5 & 19 

10:30 am RUI U 
Classroom 

 
Moving pictures began with an idea to take entertainment beyond the adage of a static picture “being 
worth a thousand words.”  Such desire gave rise to the art and science of Cinematography.  Today we take 
for granted that news, entertainment, practical instruction, and creative communication are all delivered to 
us in video format.  Join Dr. Roger Koment this fall in this six-lecture series as he examines the origins and 
evolution of moving pictures as our most powerful form of modern entertainment. Continue to learn 
outside the classroom during three special screenings of films that focus on topics we have learned in class.  
 

Talking Motion Pictures: Tuesday, October 29 at 6:30 PM Speak Easily (1932) 
Films in Technicolor: Wednesday, November 13 at 6:30 PM Pleasantville (1998)  

Video Special Effects: Thursday, December 26 at 6:30 PM Jurassic Park (1993)  
 
MEET THE INSTRUCTOR 
Dr. Roger Koment, Ph.D. 
 
Dr. Koment began his career in medicine with two decades as a Professor and Research Scientist at a 
Midwestern medical school. In 1997 he created a nonprofit medical association for professional development, 
the influence of which he guided into medical institutions of 54 countries.  Over the years, this provided many 
invitations to consult with medical institutions, associations, and governments around the world.  Although 
medicine is Dr. Koment’s first love, the academic life has encouraged his interests in areas such as history, 
music, and literature, all of which he now brings to senior living communities through his educational 
company, NSR Development. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
COURSE FACULTY DAY DATE TIME LOCATION 

 

 
Monticello was the home of Thomas Jefferson, the author of the Declaration of Independence and third 
president of the United States of America. The revolutionary ideas of this man of the Enlightenment were 
instrumental in the creation of the United States. His home in Charlottesville, Virginia is an architectural 
icon, with its neoclassical design drafted by Jefferson himself, but Monticello was also a working plantation 
and the home to hundreds of enslaved people. The Founding Father who wrote “all men are created equal” 
was also a lifelong slave owner. Join us to get a glimpse of life on Jefferson's "little mountain." This is a live 
interactive digital presentation.  
 

 
 
The Education Department at Thomas Jefferson’s Monticello seeks to fulfill the dual mission of preservation 
and education by offering onsite and offsite programming related to Thomas Jefferson and his home, 
Monticello. Learners of all ages are engaged with Jefferson’s ideals of liberty, freedom, and self-governance 
while also grappling with more complicated aspects of history like slavery and the legacies of slavery in 
America.  
 
 
 

 
In this class, we will watch and discuss a TED Talk. TED is a nonprofit devoted to spreading ideas, usually in 
the form of short, powerful talks. TED began in 1984 as a conference where Technology, Entertainment, and 
Design converged, and today covers almost all topics — from science to business to global issues. Their 
slogan is “Ideas Worth Spreading.” Some of the fascinating titles we will be exploring this semester will 
include “The Future of Storytelling,”  “The Healing Power of Reading,” “Do We See Reality as It Is?”  “The 
Brain-Changing Effects of Exercise,” and “Feats of Memory Anyone Can Do,” just to name a few!  
 

Thomas Jefferson’s Monticello Monticello 
 Educator  

Tuesday Oct 15 
Nov 19 
Dec 17 

10:30 am RUI U 
Classroom 

TED Talk Facilitated Discussion Life Enrichment 
Staff 

Sunday 
 

Oct 6, 13, 20, 27 
Nov 3, 10, 17, 24 

Dec 1, 8, 15, 22, 29 

2:30 pm RUI U 
Classroom 



 

 
 

COURSE FACULTY DAY DATE TIME LOCATION 
 

 
In this presentation on The Importance of Honeybees, Dan discusses the life cycle of a bee, the life of a 
beekeeper, how honey is created, and why honeybees are so essential to human life. Dan gives a fascinating 
lecture on his experience as a beekeeper and shares his passion for growing flowers and protecting the 
existence of the honeybee. 

 
MEET THE INSTRUCTOR 
Dan Price 
 
Dan Price, the founder of Sweet Virginia Foundation, is a beekeeper and sunflower farmer in Nokesville, 
Virginia. The Sweet Virginia Foundation aims to educate students on the importance of honeybees and to 
bring joy into the community with free flower deliveries. 
 
 

Personality Theory Mary-Kate 
Hovanic 

Tuesday 
Friday 

Tuesday 

Oct  22 
Nov 22 
Dec 10 

2:30 pm 
10:30 am 
10:30 am 

RUI U 
Classroom 

 
Personality psychology explains what makes us unique. This scientific study includes a variety of theories. In 
this series, we will explore the history and complexity of these theories and discuss personality 
assessments. We will explore why the Myers-Briggs and True Colors assessments were created, and are 
they based in science? Learn both the science and mystery of personality. 
 
MEET THE INSTRUCTOR 
Mary-Kate Hovanic, M.S. 
 
Mary-Kate is the RUI University Academic Administrator. In this role, she travels the state coordinating RUI 
University programming. Mary-Kate graduated from Christopher Newport University in 2016 with a degree in 
communication studies. She then graduated from the University of Tennessee, Knoxville with her Master’s in 
higher education administration. 
 

The Importance of Honeybees Dan Price Tuesday Oct 1 
 

2:30 pm RUI U 
Classroom 



 

 
 

COURSE FACULTY DAY DATE TIME LOCATION 

The American Sound:  
The Pride of a Nation  

Josh Urban 
 

Tuesday 
 

Oct 8 
 

2:00 pm RUI U 
Classroom 

 
Buddy Holly carries the torch forward, and the world takes note.  Rock n’ roll evolves and 
permanent implications are felt on an international scale. This sound still echoes today but takes some 
careful listening to hear it. We'll discuss this, too, with a special segment: How to Tolerate Modern Music!  
  

The American Sound: 
Hey, Good Lookin’ 

Josh Urban 
 

Tuesday 
 

Nov  12 
 

2:00 pm RUI U 
Classroom 

 
What about the country tunes and their influence on the American Sound?  How did the twang find its way 
into the mainstream?  And why did Johnny Cash always dress in black?  We discuss, explore, and, dare we 
say... walk the line!   
 

The American Sound:  
Can You Dig It 

Josh Urban 
 

Tuesday 
 

Dec 3 2:00 pm RUI U 
Classroom 

 
Some people consider jazz america's classical, it's national treasure, but it wasn't always that way.  
A fitting conclusion of our series, which started with the precursor to jazz - ragtime - and ends its arc 
through almost a century of music with a detailed look at the art form, some of its key players, and a few 
listening tips if it's "not one's bag, man."   
 
MEET THE INSTRUCTOR 
Josh Urban 
 
Josh Urban is an educator, musician, radio host, and disc jockey. With a background in electric guitar, he's 
taught the instrument for almost 15 years, has recorded and played regionally, and has performed in a wide 
variety of bands and as a solo artist. The host of the Signalman Show on WDCE 90.1 FM Richmond since 2011, 
Urban has added a companion podcast to the program two years ago and has been a contributing author to 
Ultimate-Guitar.com, DottedMusic.com, and Positive Impact Magazine, as well as maintaining his blog, The 
Doghouse, for a decade. For the past eight years, Josh has been busy hosting The Classic Radio Hour, a program 
of music from the golden years of radio, at area assisted living communities. In his spare time, he collects 
records and builds simple instruments.  He lives in Southern Maryland with two Victrolas, five record players, 
and a few too many guitars.   
 
 
 
 



 

 
 

COURSE FACULTY DAY DATE TIME LOCATION 

RUI Univerisity Jazz Concert Quentin Walston 
 

Monday 
 

Nov 25 
 

6:30 pm MP 

 
Pianist Quentin Walston will take listeners through a musical history of jazz at RUI University. Performing a 
selection of works and styles from Fats Waller to Miles Davis, Quentin will share the nuances of ragtime and 
stride piano to contemporary and modal jazz. Learn about each style and artist in jazz’s vibrant history and 
engage in a Q&A with Quentin after the performance! 
 
MEET THE INSTRUCTOR 
Quentin Walston 
 
Quentin Walston is a pianist, composer, and music educator from Loudoun County, Virginia. He performs his 
own music in addition to playing with DC neo-soul/jazz group Sweet Something. Although a pianist now, 
Quentin started his music career as a folk singer and guitarist. While studying piano at JMU, he switched to 
performing jazz, seeking to blend it with his earlier influences. Quentin released his first full-length album, Play, 
in June of 2019, which highlights his compositional style. He continues to lead his own groups, performing 
arrangements of folk songs, originals, and jazz standards. Quentin is also an active composer and arranger, 
writing for students and ensembles in Northern Virginia. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
COURSE FACULTY DAY DATE TIME LOCATION 

How to Kick the Sugar Habit  Lars Bodenheimer Wednesday Oct 30 
 

10:30am RUI U 
Classroom 

 
An interactive workshop to show attendees all about what sugar does in our body, why we start and can’t 
stop and how to transform sugar cravings so they can kick the habit for good. Sugar is everywhere. It comes 
in countless forms and is hiding in so many foods. We are facing a sugar epidemic, and it's affecting our 
health. Sugar contributes to the development of several diseases, such as obesity, heart disease, type 2 
diabetes, arthritis, and Alzheimer’s disease. Take charge of your health and start with learning simple ways 
to curb sugar cravings and addiction! 
 

Water - The Most Critical Fuel 
for Our Body 

Lars Bodenheimer Wednesday Nov 27 
 

10:30am RUI U 
Classroom 

 

An interactive workshop to show attendees all about what water and the lack of it does in our body, why 
many people do not drink sufficient amounts of it and how to apply simple tricks to optimize water intake. 
Dehydration is one of the most common preventable medical conditions in the world, and it affects millions 
in the US. It is also the most common fluid and electrolyte problem among older adults. But even though it 
is very common, most of us are unaware of its dangers. Even a mild form of dehydration can affect your 
ability to think clearly. Take charge of your health and start with learning how to deal with the most 
common preventable medical condition in the world! 
 

Sleep Yourself Healthy Lars Bodenheimer Wednesday Dec 18 
 

10:30am RUI U 
Classroom 

 

An interactive workshop to show attendees how to improve their sleep quality. Sleep plays an essential role 
in good health and well-being throughout your entire life. Sleep patterns change as we age, and there is a 
reason for it. Regardless of age, getting enough quality sleep at the right times can help improve and protect 
your mental, emotional, and physical health, quality of life, and safety. Take charge of your health and start 
with learning tricks to positively influence this precious and beneficial aspect of your everyday life. 
 
MEET THE INSTRUCTOR 
Lars Bodenheimer 
 
Lars is a Holistic Health & Life Coach based in Leesburg, VA, and launched his coaching practice in January 
2018. In his work, he focuses on rewiring thought and emotional patterns, which allows new behaviors, 
sustained motivation, and follow-through. His previous professional background includes 20 years of 
management consulting in the telecom industry, working with corporate clients in the Americas, Europe, 
Africa, and Asia. 
 



 

 
COURSE FACULTY DAY DATE TIME LOCATION 

Be Smart Heart Health Jessica  
Visintainer 

Wednesday Oct 23 
 

2:30 pm RUI U 
Classroom 

 
In this class, you will learn what heart disease is and the different types of heart disease, as well as the risks 
and symptoms associated with the disease. Equally important is learning what you can eat to increase or 
decrease your risk of heart disease. Also, how getting to a healthy weight helps lower high blood pressure 
and manage diabetes, and which activities or exercises can benefit your health the most. 
 

Skin Safety Jessica  
Visintainer 

Wednesday Nov 20 
 

2:30 pm RUI U 
Classroom 

 
In this class, you will learn about the most common skin diseases and skin conditions that affect us as we 
age. We will discuss the best foods to eat to keep our skin healthy as well as tips to keep hydrated all year 
round. Also, we will discuss other top 10 tips for taking care of aging skin. 
 

Social Wellness Jessica  
Visintainer 

Wednesday Dec 11 
 

2:30 pm RUI U 
Classroom 

 
In this class, we will discuss the six dimensions of social wellness: social, emotional, intellectual, spiritual, 
vocational, and physical.  
 

MEET THE INSTRUCTOR 
Jessica Visintainer 
 
Jessica Visintainer holds her clinical doctorate in Physical Therapy from Temple University with an 
undergraduate degree in Exercise Physiology. She has practiced across the United States as a traveling Physical 
Therapist and has recently settled in the northern VA. Jessica has practiced in a variety of settings including 
outpatient orthopedics, skilled nursing, and home health, all contributing to a vast knowledge base and 
creative treatment techniques. She holds specialty certifications in manual therapy, vestibular therapy, and 
multiple orthopedic treatment techniques, including dry needling and kinesiotape taping.  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
COURSE FACULTY DAY DATE TIME LOCATION 

Interactive Wellness 
Workshops from Legacy 

Healthcare Service 

Kenneth Rasnake Wednesday Oct 2 
Nov 6 
Dec 4 

10:30 am RUI U 
Classroom 

 
The physical and occupational therapists of Legacy Healthcare Services present monthly interactive wellness 
workshops on a variety of topics related to senior healthy living. These talks include an educational lecture 
and interactive activity. For October the focus will be on balance, November hydration, and in December we 
will have a special holiday reminiscence and brain fitness class. These wellness workshops are designed to 
give you tangible takeaways and help you live your very best life!   
 
MEET THE INSTRUCTOR 
Kenneth Rasnake  
 

Ken Rasnake is the Therapy Services Coordinator with Legacy Healthcare Services.  He is a Physical Therapist 
Assistant with 13 years of experience, starting as a tech and graduating with his degree 6 years ago.  Since 
graduating, Ken’s primary focus has been in rehab management in geriatric populations.  Throughout his 
career, he has worked in acute care hospitals, outpatient rehab facilities, wound care centers, skilled nursing 
facilities, and assisted living facilities.

Dr. Behiri is the Consulting & Attending Physician at Ashleigh at Lansdowne. He is bringing his expertise to 
our residents and visitors. This semester his talks will include topics for October-Hypertension, November-
Stroke, and A-fibulation for December.  

 
MEET THE INSTRUCTOR 
Dr. Amr Behiri  

Dr. Amr Behiri received his medical degree from the New York College of Osteopathic Medicine in New York in 
2005 and completed his Internal Medicine residency at New York Hospital Queens, NY through the Weill Cornell 
Medical College in 2008. He has served as an Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine at The Ohio State 
University and as Assistant Medical Director of Reston Hospital Center Hospitalist program. Dr. Behiri is board-
certified in Internal Medicine by the American Board of Internal Medicine and is a Certified Medical Director by 
the American Medical Director Association. He is the Consulting & Attending Physician of RUI facilities in 
northern Virginia. 

Health Talks with  
 Dr. Behiri  

Dr. Behiri 
 

Mondays Oct 7 
Nov 4 
Dec 9 

10:30 am RUI U 
Classroom 



REGISTER NOW FOR RUI UNIVERSITY SPRING SLESSION COURSES 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

44124 Woodridge 
Parkway 

Lansdowne, VA 20176 

INCREASE YOUR 

KNOWLEDGE  

AND EXPLORE NEW 

INTERESTS  

AT RUI UNIVERSITY 

BY CALLING (703) 729-4870 


